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1. Let (r be a group. If any finite number of elements from G 
generate a free subgroup in G, then G is called to be locally free. 
Some properties of locally free groups were given by A. Kurosch.i^ 
For instance; No element except the identity is of finite order. Any 
subgroup of a locally free group is locally free. Free products of 
locally free groups are also locally free. The set-theoretical sum of an 
increasing sequence of locally free groups is also locally free. Conver­
sely, in case of countable groups, we have easily:
Any countable locally free group is either a free group tvith a 
finite number of generators or the set-theoretical sum of an infinite 
increasing sequence of free groups with finite number of generators.
To this class of groups, belong free groups, the additive group of 
all rational numbers, all its subgroups and some others.
In this note we shall study some necessary and sufficient conditions 
for countable locally free groups to be exactly free. Section 2 is 
devoted to some preliminary remarks on properties of free groups and 
to the proof of a maximum condition which holds in free groups, in 
section 3 we define ^-subgroups of locally free groups and give a 
condition in terms of ^-subgroups, and finally in section 4 another 
condition is given which is in a form of maximum condition.
2. In this section let F  be a free group with an arbitrary number 
of free generators. The number of free generators of F  is called the 
rank of F  and denoted by p (F). As is well known, the rank is 
determined uniquely only by F  itself.
Provided that F  is of finite rank, F. Levi has proved that a 
genertor system S of F  is a free generator system if, and only if, S 
consists of the same number of elements as the rank of F. More
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precisely, if a free group F  is generated by n elements and r is the 
minimal number of defining relalions between those elements, then F  
is of rank n-r. Thererfore if a free group is generated by n elements 
and if there exists at least one non-trivial relation between them, 
then the rank of the group is finite and less than n. Obviously there 
holds
Lemma I. I f  F  is the free product of two subgroups A and B, the 
rank of F  is the sum of those of A and B :
P(F)=^P  CA) +  P (fi).
As an immediate consequence of the subgroup-theorem in free 
products of groups, we have
Lemma 2. I f  K is a free factor of F  and U is any subgroup of 
F, the?i Kf\U is a free factor of U, where Kf\U may be a non proper 
factor of U.
Now we prove
Theorem I. In  a free group F, for any positive integer r, there 
holds the maximum condition (Cr) for subgroups of the same finite 
rank r. That is, there exists no infi,nite properly increasing sequence of 
subgroups •••> where every U„ is of rank r.
Proof. Assume that the infinite sequence U i C ^ U C ^k C  ••• is 
properly increasing. Set U—\JU„, the set-theoretical sum of all Z7„. 
The subgroup U of the free group F  is also free and is of infinite 
rank, because the sequence is infinite and properly increasing. Any 
r + 1 elements from a free generator system of U generats a free 
subgroup V of rank r+1. But these r+1 elements are contained in some 
suitably chosen ?/„. Then, by lemma 2, U~V * W and FCt/„ imply C/„, 
-F=I=Pfm and, by lemma I, r=p(Un)>p(V)—r + l. This is a contradiction.
3. Let G be a countable locally free group. G is either a free 
group of finite rank or is represented as the set-thoretical sum of a 
countably infinite properly increasing sequence of free subgroups of 
finite rank:
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(I) G =  F,CF^C-CFnC.-<
where is a free subgroup of finite rank.
If every term F„ of the sequence (I) can be chosen as a free sub­
group of the same finite rank r, that is, if any finite subset of G can 
be embeded in a free subgroup of rank r, the least such integer r is 
called, by A. Kurosch, the rank of the locally free group G.
Theorem I  shows immediately that if a locally free group G of 
finite rank r is represented by the actually infinite and properly 
increasing sequence (I), then G can not be a free group.
Difinition. A subgroug K of z locally free group G, which is 
generated by a finite number of elements, that is, which is a free 
subgroup of finite rank, is called a *-subgroup of G, when any subgroup 
of G, which is a free subgroup of finite rank and contains K, has K 
as one of its free factors.
We can easily prove the following properties of ^-subgroups.
(i) I f  a '^ -subgroup K is of rank r, then K is a maximal sub­
group of rank r, that is, there exists no free subgroup of rank r which 
contains K pi'operly.
Proof. If a free subgroup U of finite rank contains K, then by 
the definition of =i<-subgroups U—K*V, and by lemma I,
P(U) ^  P(K) + P(V) =  r + P(V).
Therefore, implies V ^ l and p(V)^^. hence p(U)'^r.
(ii) Any free factor of a ^-sucgroup K is also a ^-subgroup.
Proof. Let K —H*L. By lemma I  it is obvious that H  is of finite
rank. If J7 is a free subgroup of G which is of finite rank and con­
tains H, then the join K\JU is also of finite rank and contains K. 
Therfore K\jVr=K*P=H*L*P. According to lemma 2, U=(Uf\H)*V 
—H*V. Hence // is a >1^ -subgroup.
Lemma 2 shows immediately that
(iii) Any free factor of Gtohich is of finie rank is always a '^ -sub­
group of G.
(iv) The meet Kf\K' of ttvo i--subgroups K and K' is also a >i=-sw6- 
group.
Proof. K\JK' is of finite 1 rank and contains the *-subgroup K, 
thei*efore K\JK'—K^^P and, by lemma 2, K'~K'f\K^Q. According to 
what we have just proved above in (ii), KP\K' is a *-subgroup.
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Quite analogously as in (ii), wh have also:
(v) I f  K is a *-subgroup and U is any free subgroup of finite 
rank, which in general does not contain K, then Kf\U is a free factor 
of U.
(vi) A free subgi'oup K of finite rank is a ^-subgroup if and only 
if K is a common free factor of every Fm which contains K , for any 
one fixed sequence of subgroups F„ which defines G as (I).
Proof. Necessity is obvious.
Let I/ be a free subgroup of finite rank which contains K. U and 
K  are both contained in some one F^. By lemma 2, Fm =K*P^U  
implies U—(Up\K)*Q=K*Q. Hence K is a *-snbgroup.
(vii) Any ^-subgroup of a free group F  is always a free factor 
of F.
Proof. If F is a free group and if if is a *-subgroup of F, then 
there exists always a free factor L of F, which is of finite rank and 
contains K. From L=K*L ' and F—L-vM follows F-K- i^U-Y-M).
Now we have a condition, in terms of *-subgroups, for a countable 
locally free group to be exactly free.
Theorem 2. For a countable locally free group G to be exactly 
free, it is necessary and sufficient that any finite number of elements 
of G can be embeded in some one -^ -subgroup of G.
Proof. Necessity follows from the above statement (iii).
Let G -  \JF„, F,Cf\ C ■ • • C  .. •
be such a representation of G by an infinite increasing sequence of free 
grous of finite rank as (I).
According to the condition, there exists a >i=-subgroup which 
contains moreover there exists a *-subgroup +i which contains 
both K„ and because K„ and F„+i are both of finite rank. Hence 
we have an increasing sequence of >K-subgroups such that
and K^QK ',QK[<^...QK :,,<Q ... .
Since every Iv' 11 is a >i=-subgroup, therfore we have
G=K'y\-P.^ yP3 *..., hence G is a free group.
'I. According to Theorem I  and the statements in the pievious 
section, there arises the question whether the condition (C )^ in Theo­
rem I  is also sufficient or not for a countable locally free group G to 
be exactly free. But the auther has not been able to answer it.
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As one of stronger conditions than [C^ we take the following 
condition:
(D) There exists no infinite properly increasing sequence of free 
subgroups of finite rank of G, FjC^FzC^... where is not
contained in any pi'oper free factor of any
Then we have
Theorem 3. For a countable locally free froup G to be free, it is 
necessary and sufficient that: the condition (D) holds.
Proof. Necessity: Let FjC^FjC ••• CF„C  ••• ^e an infinite properly 
increasing sequence of subgroups of finite rank in a free group F.
Then the set-theoretical sum F of all F„ is a free group of a 
countably infinite rank.
According to Theorem 2, Fj can be embeded in a >k-subgroup K 
of F. Since V—\ JV^K, K is contained in every F^ for sufficiently 
large TO, hence it is a common free factor of them. Therefore Fj can 
be embeded in a proper free factor of some V„.
Sufficiency: Let G be a countable locally free group, and, as in 
section 3, take an increasing sequence of free subgroups of finite rank 
such that
(I) G=^CK, ....
Assume that this sequence is infinite and properly increasing.
For any fixed F,„, accoding to the condition (D), we can chose 
an infinite subsequence of (I) such that every term has a proper free 
factor containing F,^ .
Let F „C F .,C ^ .:,C  -  -
be such a subsequence.
Denote by Kmi the least proper free factor of Fm, which contains 
F„. Actually Km^  is determined uniquely, because the meet of two 
distinct proper free factors of Fmi containing F„_ is also a proper free 
factor of contaning F^, and its rank is less than those of two.
Now we have an infinite sequence of these Kmf:
If this sequence is infinite and properly increasing, according to 
(D) again, there must exist some such that Km^  has a proper free 
factor Lm, containing F„. Then L™, is a free factor of which
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contains F,, and L m iC K m This contradicts to the definition of the 
least free factor of Fmj which contaijis F„.
Therefore we can conclude that, for a sufficiently large m, m 
implies Kmj=K^. Then, according to the statement (vi) in section 3, 
if  is a -subgroup of G.
Hence any finite number of elements of G can be embeded in a 
>1=-subgroup and, by Theorem 2, it can be proved that G is exactly 
free.
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